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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
G-roup '^'ork
There long ha.^ been, and perhaps still is, a contro-
versy as to what group work Is. At various times It has
been considered a functional field, a movement, a method.
The consensus of opinion among the leaders of the field
seems to consider group work a method, the ends and ob-
jectives of which It is trying to serve "being identical
with those of education, recreation, and social work".
As Gertrude Wilson has put it,
. • • group work is a method of ./ork with individuals
in a group. The group worker uses this method to af-
fect the pocial process which Is taking place within
the group. The purooses for which these processes
are affected are found in the motives of the leader,
the desire n of the m-einbers of the group, and the ob-
jectives of the sponsoring agency. Most agencler
using the group v;ork method regard It as an educa-
tional process conducive to improving deraocrncy."
For purposes of comparison, if one uses the definition
of Grace Coyle that group v/ork is a
. . . kind of guided group experience in which Indivi-
1 American Association for the ntudy of Group Work,
Main Currents in Group "Vork Thought , 1941.
2 Gertrude Wilson, Group iork and Cai'e 'Vork, Their
Relation and Practice (New York: Family Welfare Associa-
tion of Amerlca, 1941 ) , p . 12
.
(c
duals are helped to meet their needs and develop their
interest alon{^ socially acce stable lines with the assis-
tance of a group leader. . . ^
it can be seen that group 'A'ork is potentially able help
to provide the following for group members; 1) security
and acceptance often not found elsev/here; 2) opr.ortunlty
to develop leadership abilities; 5) teaching of the neces-
sary attitudes of cooperation; 4) experience in self reli-
ance; 5) the pleasure of creation along the lines of an in-
dividual's interests and abilities; 6) a grovving capacity
for initiative and for independent thinking. In other vrords
group work can be and is being used in the treatment of in-
dividuals whose adjustment to others is not proceeding nor-
mally, and more often as a means of informally teachincr in-
dividuals and groups how to ^^et alon?^ with each other, to
cooperate, to use their own initiative. It is also used
as a method of teaching new skills and for helping to cre-
ate healthy attitudes. Often through group experience in-
dividuals and groups are motivated to social action. Inso-
far as groups are democratioalj.y run, group work serves ae
a means of vitalizing and preserving democracy. In our
highly industrialized and impersonal society an atmosphere
of warmth, relaxation, and acceptance in a congenial group
can be a p tent force for morale.
3 G-race Coyle, "Social Sroup Work", Social v'ork
Year Book, 1939, p. 413.
1
The Theory of Cultural Pluralism
From the above discussion one can understand that a
fsatisfying group work experience is of value to any Indivi-
dual. But why should such an experience be colored? In
other words, why a Jewish group work experience?
The United States has gone through pjid still is going
through one of the greatest sociological experiments. Na-
tions have previously always consisted of majority ruling
groups who were dominant and whose culture and way of living
so dominated the life of that nation that minority groups
had little if any chance of expression or even of survival.
Our nation is a na.tion of minorities, a nation of foreigners!
and the role to be played by the minority cultures is still
a topic for study by sociologists.
In the early J?Oth century -.''hen there -vere hus^e migra-
4
tions to this country from Europe, Zangv/ill'g theory of
this country as a melting pot by means of which all of the
various forei^;=jn cultures were melted into a new whole was
the prevalent concept of Americanization. Since that time,
however, people have begun to realize more and more that
there are inherent values in minority cultures. At the
present time It is apparently generally accepted that minor-
ity cultures should be preserved because they have many
4 Israel Zfjjigwill, The Melting Pot, (Ne v York: The
llaoralllan Company, 1922).
c<
inherent elements of value which can richly contribute to
the BUm total of American culture. Individual differences
are valued. Our present conception of our democracy can
best be f3tnted in the words by which Berkson summarizes his
"Community" theory of Americanization.
It strives for a culture enriched by the contributions
from many cultures and thuB multiplies the ponribilitiea
of varied experience. It Intensifies the idea of duty
and responsibility to noclal life and institutions con-
nected with its history to the burden of civilization
that each developed citizen must bear. It offers the
greatest oo ortunity fpr the creation of a free, rich
£md lofty Personality.
°
Thus it is in the essence of democracy that those elements
of minority cultures which are inherently of value should
be preserved and fostered. *If f:^roup work can as^^-ist in
this task, this writer feels that it should not shirk in
its responsibility.
Formal Hebrew Education for High School Students
Formal Hebrew education, or education in rep^ilar clas-
ses, which has been relatively successful in pnd around
Boston with children under 13 years of age has not been
able to reach high school students. As will be shown later,
only 60 boys and girls of hlf^h school a-^e from Dorchester
and Mattapan attend the Hebrew Teachers ' College (high
school classes). In addition to this group there are a
5 Isaac B. Berkson, Theories of Ameriv^anizrtion
,
(Ne'A' York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926,
p. 128.
r
few Jefvlsh boya and girls who attend the Community School
of Religion which meetB in the Hecht House once a week.
At various times there have been attempts to set up
clashes for Jewish high school .qtudents here. The Dorches-
ter Mattapan Hebrew School had r,v.oh clash's s as did the Young
Israel. These clasf?eB no longer exist. High school Ex-
tension Glasses were conducted at the Hebrew TeAcherr, ' Col-
lege in Roxbury since the early 19S0*8 to meet the needs of
Jewish high school students who were either not prepared to
attend the College or who did not care to do so. These
classes were held t-'lce a week in the evening and courses
were given in such subjects as Hebrew, Jewish CustomB and
Geremoniee, Bible, and Hebrew Hlr-tory, At firet the mem-
bership in these classes consisted mainly of graduates of
the various Sunday Schools which were sponsored by the Bu-
reau of Jewish Eduoation in the various parts of the city.
When these schools v/ere ^iven up the various 2;ionlst fijroups
provided many of the members for the classes. At no time
were there more than 60 Btudent?; in these classnee and these
students came from all of G-reater Boston. In March, 1940
Q
there v;aa a total of 27 studente who v/ere rer-^if^tered.
6 Sauuel Nemzoff
,
Survey of Jew 1 <ih Educate onal
Activities .Aiiionfj^ the Youth of Hi^fT'gc'hool Af^e in Roxbury
and Dorchester
,
Unpub11 shied Study, 1P4'"', p". 4

These clasBee were terminated this year so thnt even this
f50urce of educri.tion i<? now closed for Hebrew students.
In general, it seems that the foi*mal apDroach is not
the one that Is needed for most of tbe Jewish high school
students. It Is hard to say what approach one should take*
It Is, hov/ever, true that some Jewieh groups are attracting
many Jewish high school students and that these groups have
some Jewish elements In their program. The approach in
most of these club groups is an infomal one and is gen.red
to the interests and needs of the inembers to some extent.
It is also true that these programs are not well enough
planned as yet to be of maxlraum value. Yet, gome be?^in-
nings have been made. It Is the writer's pevconul opinion
that t'^e informal approach of the club group may provide
the ansvjer to the problem. The informal and warm milieu
of the club group f-eems to be the place for education in
Jewish cultural valuec for a great proportion of the Jewish
youth, but much guidance and direction Ip needed.
The scope of this thesis is not broad enough to Include
a study cf how to develop the educational aspects of a
club's program but consideration of this problem may well
be the subject for a separate study. The writer will, how-
ever, make some generalizations and suggestions about this
aspect of group ''ork.
Thus, to this vvriter at least, group vork for a minority

group -hould aim at f^iope general ends for which f^roup v/ork
strives but it «hould s.l<^o aim at inculcating an RpDrecia-
tion of the minority group's cultural values and cren.ting
a popitive attitude towards the minority group's cultural
inheritance.
Purpose and Scope of the Study
The v/riter, from hlri i-nowledge of the Dorchester and
Mattapan area, had the impression that mnny of the Jewi<;h
youth vere not affiliated with groups and were loping out
on the values which a satisfying group -vork experience jan
offer. The v/riter v/anted to find out how many of the Jew-
ish youth of the area v/ere affiliated ^^'ith crroups and what
these groups v/ere. If the study of the unaffiliated mem-
bers showed that many of them v/ere interested in becoming
affiliated with some group, a program might be recomnended
to meet their wishes which program would be based on the
expressed Interests of the youth studied. In addition,
since this v/riter feels that the milieu of the informal
group can provide an opi^ortunlty for education in rabnority
cultural values, the Hebrev/ education and related interests
of the youth v/ere also studied, with a view towards making
some recommendations in this area.
Inasm^uch as expanding existing facilities for group
affiliation might lead to a need for a larger program

Chapter Two is devoted to a brief exposition of decentrali-
zation In group work. Then, p.fter a consideration of some
of the economic aspect?^ of the area studied, the writer
turriB to a study of the affiliations of the youth (Chapter
Four). The total f^roup membership Ir conpared with the
potenti.al membership for the purpose of determinlnr^ how
many more young people could be group members. The '".'riter
then, by means of a schedule, studies the meeting places of
the groups with the purpose of seeing if they are used to
their full capacity. He also studios other potential meet-
ing places for groups. At the end of Chapter Five there is
a brief consideration of the possibilities of the present
organizations for exp??Jislon to attract more members.
The remainder of the thesis is devoted to a specific
study of the youth and to recommendations. As the schedule
In the appendix would imply, the -A^rlter had planned to make
a more extensive study of the Jewish youth of the area but
\7hen he considered the limitations of time njid space he con-
cluded that the findings of Chapter Eight v/ould meet ade-
quately the purposes of this study.
To sum up, it '-TOs the purpose of this writer to study
the Jewish youth of Dorchester and Mattapan and the or'^ani-
zations with which they are affiliated In order to find out
why these orf^ianlzatlons do not attract more members and to
see If there was not some way by means of which the unaf-

filiated youth oould -be attracted to nome grouDs. Finally,
the vfpiter \'/anted to mnke some recommendations for meeting
such needR, expresned in term.q of numbers of unaff 1 1 l.-^.ted
members, desires of un^.ffiliated nierabers to ,1oin groups,
and pooK3ibllltles for informal Jewif?h education which might
be revealed.

CHAPTER II
DECENTRALIZATION
There are primarily two evolutionary prooesfseR in the
organization of extension programs. 1) An ngency recog-
nizes the exiflten e of a problem v/hieh it cannot meet or
deems not advisable to meet within the four y/alls of the
agency and no extends its activities to meet the needs.
2) Often, hov/ever, groups meet and function outside of an
agency and because the groups do not have adeauate leader-
ship and programming the agency attempts to integrate these
groups so as to provide for these def icienciea. The writer
is interested in both of these types since he will con-
sider the existing unintegrated groups and also the unaf-
filiated individuals who v/ould like to Join groups for whom
activities and facilities may have to be extended.
Some Factors in Decentralization
Extension work is In reality a decentralized fonn of
organized group work and one might be inclined to ask vvhy
more buildings Vvlth full facilities shoula not be provided
to meet any needs that may h.^ve arisen. It v/ould be v/ell
to consider sone of the factors In the matter.
The econoralc factor is a very i^Tiport'-.nt one and one
might begin by noting a suggestion of the Jewish '^/elfare
r[
Board,
In viev; of current economic conditions, it 1g obvious
that there Is little likelihood that fundf^ v/ill be a-
vailable for new buil<llngB and. that other nl.'ijis must be
devised to meet the needs, particularly of children and
young people, for normal recreational DurRuits. Centers
of lelBure time activity muRt necesFiarily be eRtabliphed
without investment in plant and enulpment, utilizing,
90 far a8 possible, existing resources and facilities
not novj employed, principally for lack of technical
direction and understanding.
In thlB ref^ard one f?hould also note that
..the mobile characteristics of our urban population and
the need for extension experimentation call for a pro-
g»rara that is flexible and comparatively inexpensive.
The Y.M. C. A. hap also found that populr«tlon move-
ments as they are now taking place -arrant the decentrali-
zation of activities.
As industry becomes less concentrated in huge overpoou-
lated cities a trend towards decentralization In boys*
work will he inevitable, for famillef^ v^lll move to fol~
low the smaller Inriustrial establlf^hments, and the
Y. M. C. A. program will follo'7 the families.^
Speakinf^ of population shifts, a report on the Jewish
Community of Philadelphia points out that the problem of
1 Jev/lsh velfare Board, Exce^^pts from the 'memoranda
on the Establlshm.ent of Experimental Recreation denterr in
Bronx and Broo^rlyn
,
(^.v xork; Je-vlsh "'elf-^.re Ro^^-.rd, 193^),
p. 1.
2 Je-vlsh Welfare Board, Rec omniendat 1 on
s
for K:xten-»
sion Projects to Be Conducted by Ne;/ York Section "Tey;lsh
'^'e Ifare Ho-rd
,
Incoroorater-^ In^ast Bronx , East F"! n.tbu^h ,
iBroolrlyn and Coney IpTand (Ne^" York: Metropo] it-m Piection,
J e-"l sh V e IfMre Board^ Incorporated, 1958), p. 4.
3 A. J. G-ref-cg, and C, Himber, From BulliUn - to
Neif^hborhood (Hev; York: Association Press, 1958), p. 7.
c
ehiftlng Jewish population
..1b not peculiar to Philadelphia or to the Neif^hborhood
Center. In every city, the Center has been compel'led
to follo"/ the JevJish poDulation In its migration from
one section to another.'^
One OM^ht to realize that many grouos, especially
"seniors" desire a free association which agencies do not
permit, or at least hinder, and so have organized grouos
outside of agencies. This factor should be seriously
thought about when an extension program is set up. In Hew
York, for example, it is estimated that about 11 ner cent
or 35,000 of the 16 to 25 age group belong to private or
unaffiliated groups. It has been suggested that the reason
for this is
. . . the desire for free and independent association
on the part of boys and girls of the "senior" age (and)
the inadequate and unattractive cominunity far'llities
and program for youth between the ages of 16 to ?5.
Mar^-'iaret Svendson has pointed out that
. . , the non-delinquent as well as the delinciupnt in
this age group (adolescent) usually demand ooncact v/ith
the opposite sex and more freedom than the group "/ork
agency as a rule permits them. The result ir: that they
seek to meet their o«/n needs by organizing groups that
meet in their homes or rented club rooms, frequent com-
mercialized recreation facilities v/here boys '-nd girls
do mingle frefO-y, or seek to make contacts in other
ways at neighborhood stores, at the beaches, or by pick-
ing up rides. The tendency of p.dolescents to take the
¥~Jewish '/elf.'^re Bc^rd, Vleport of the Neighborhood
Center of Phi lade iDhia (New Yorkl JewisK Welfare Board,
1930), p, T^,
5 Normaai Lourie, Four Unaffiliated Grroupp in New
^or^- £U^^ ^ Project Presented to the New York kchool^S?
Social Vork, July, 1938, p. 3.
cc
Initiative In orgRnlzing their o:m activities free
from adult domination must be regarded an an essen-
tially wholesome manifestation, but the fact remains
that many of them are not ready to car^^y on indeDen-
dently, and unsupervised grour)s so often break up or
deteriorate.
The satisfactions which accrue from the independent
club, the sense of proprietorship, complete control of
policy making, and the opportunity afforded for i>:etting
tO'^ether as often as the members wish have many imDli-
cations for our group work practice 7/1 th adolescents.
Many people do not attend existing agencies because
they attract the so-called "nice" boys. On the other hand,
there are those who do not attend agencies because they
feel that the agencies attract the "poorer" types. Others,
as has already been sugr^ested, do not y/ant to or are not
able to travel lonp; distances to existing agencies and
sparseness of population cr lack of funds does not allow
for the building of new agencies.
Some Examples of Decentralization
Historically speaking, the early group '.workers did
extension -/ork. Settlenent workers went out Into the com-
munity and dealt with groups which met outside of the set-
tlement house. Afterwards, experiencing growing pains and
concentratinc on becoming professionalized and raising
standards, group vrorkers became preoccupied --Ith other
6 ^ quotation from Jewish .Velf-'ire Board's Report of
Study of the Jev;ish People 's Institute
,
Chicago, 111,
(Hew York: Jewish Velfare Board, 1958), d. 78.
cc
areas of work and V)elng too Insecure to extend their acti-
vities and to experiment, they concentrated their work in
agencies.
Recently, being more pure of their aimg fjnd methods,
and cognizant of Pome of the above considerations, group
'workers are extending the scope of their activities and are
experimenting v^ith decentralized work.
The Y. M. C. A. of Ne^A'^ Haven whose building accommo-
dated 850 boys in 1931 served 2,180 boys In 1938. The
building Itself is very limited in its facilities so that
meeting places had to be found outside of the building
though it war- arranged for groups meeting outside to use
the facilities of the building once a week. Some of the
Y, Ivi. C. A. groups even met in railroad box cars donated by
the railway companies. It was found that many of the boys
who met outside of the agency building when asked if they
would rather have had a room in the Y. M. C. A. building
with the equipment for their use would ans^A^er thn.t "this
way of making their own place was more fun."
It was concluded that
. . . the concentration upon the establishment of game
rooms in the central building has proven umvarranted.
Game rootns do not have so much Import'^nce In the new
program,^
T~(Iregg and Himber, Op. cit
. , p. 26.
8 Ibid.
,
p. 25.
cI
f
The H1~Y, or high school Y, ij? another type of exten-
sion pro?^"rarn used by the Y. U, C. A, Hl-Y has an elaborate
national set up and has about 216,518 members. High school
Y groups are organized in Bchools, in Y buildings .and. in the
community at large. The Hl-Y groups have close relations
with the schools and the churches and at best the Hi-Y is
a "Christian fellowship" and its program is the "Y. C. A,
9
in action in the school and community.
The Bronx House in New York has set up and supe revises
an extension program in a separate building to meet the
needs of an Increasing Megro population whose needs cannot
be adequately met In the original building. Programs and
activities are arranged in the extension building to serve
this relatively new element in the population of the dlstrl^'t
Rome of the Negroes attend the activities in the Bronx
House but their number is very meagre. For the most part
the Negroes prefer to use their own building. The Hunts
Point extension project In New York City wa? also set up
becaune the Bronx House wa^^ unable to m^et the need<- of a
section of the population which lived at some distance from
the building. The area was studied with other nreas where
unsuper*vised groups were being established outside of agen-
cies and where needs were thought to exist for extended
9 Hl-Y s-lanual Coinn.lttee, ili-Y in Action (Neivf^rk:
Central Atlantic Area, Y. M. C. A. ), p. 5.

activities. After ntudy of such areas it was concluded that
In Greater New York there are countleflR private clul^s or
groups conducting activities without supervision in
cellars, private residences and other places of ques-
tionable value. The con;, unity as such exercises no
positive influence upon these groups.
. . . The provision of facilities by Jewish organiza-
tions has been totally inadequate to meet needs, P-Vr.
tioularly in nex sections to which Jews have moved. -^^^
In order to attract this group and others unvj^illlng or
unable to travel to dlstnnt institutions, smaller and
simpler centers of recreation should be established in
their irfffnediate neighborhoods and conducted in such a
way that the participants v/lll recognize these centers
as their own.
As a result of its studies the Jewish Welfare Board through
its Extension Conup.lttee set up extension projects centered
in small buildings, as In Hunts Point j while in other areas,
as in the East Ne?/ York Y.M.H.A. Extension Project, a \vorker
was appointed to Integrate and supervise cellar clubs which
already existed but which had no relation to the Center,
The extension programs centered in buildings catered to all
age groups while the other programs, the one in East Mew
York for example, lere much more limited in their scope of
activities,
10 J'ewlsh Welfare Board, Sxcerpts from the Memoranda
on the Establishment of Experimental Recreational ' Centers
in Bronx and BrooklynTl^ew York; Je i sh v'/e 1fare ]/>oard,
1^56), p. 1.
11 Jewish ^^'elfar*^ Bo'ird, F^eoorn' lenda tl ons for Exten-
sion Projects to be_ Conducted l>y Me.-/ York SecT.ron Jev/lsh
WeIf ---re Bonrd.
,
'
incorporated In East Bronx
,
East l&'l'itbunh
,
brook lyn , and Coney I land (Ne',*; York: Metropolitan Section,
Jevjish velfare Board" incorporated, 1938), pp. 3, 4.

The Superior Thru Extension Program in Cleveland la an
example of ptill another type. A g^rp^nt of money for an ex-
tension project made the "beginnlnp: of this experiment pos-
sible. A worker was hired to ?5tucy the comp^unity to find
out what areas needed and would profit most from an eyten-
8 Ion prof^ram and also to recommend the type of program to
be set up. As a result of the study an extension program
was oi^anized under the auspices of the Council Educational
Alliance consistSng of groups which met in members* hom-^s.
The groups were advised by leaders part of whom were paid.
The coordination of the project, the training of leaders,
and all superviB Ion is in the hands of a paid group \vorker
who was hired on a full time basis for this project. After
a while a parent organization was formed and membership be-
came a family affair.
The study was made In 1926 and the first groups were
organized in the fall of that year. The experiment has
grown and seems to be succesriful. A bullrling is hired for
mass activities and school gyms and public playgrounds are
used for athletics. Of late there have been some complaints
about the lack of adequate facilities, ln.it as yet this has
not presented any Insurmountable problems.
Thus It can readily be seen t- at decentrall Tiatlon such
as it exists is not a new phenomenon but rr' illy an exten-
sion of the regul^xr activities of group work agencies to
(J
i
meet new needs. Thou.^h the forrris of the extended actlvltieig
and programs vary all have In oommon the fact th-^t they show
that there is recognition of tibtj problems and there are at-
tempts to meet them in an organized and planned v/ay.
Some of the cionditionn whie.h brought about the exten-
sion of group work activities beyond the four walls of an
agency in other communitieB exist in Dorchester «jid Mattapan,
as the next few chapters will attempt to show.
fc
CHAPTER III
aSNERAL CCBBIDERATX0N3
Pooulatlon Trends of Bof?ton
Statistically speaking, one notes that the birth rate
In Boston hap. remp..lned quite stationary while the death
rate has gjradualiy decreaFsed (Figure 1.). This trend seemf?
to Dolnt to the fact that, whereas the younf^er groups In
our population will gradually decrease, the older age group-
ings will Increase. The pchool attendance flipn^rea subfitan-
tiate tMn. The school population in the lower grades has
already begun to decrease while the attendance in the high
schools Is now at Its peak. If In addition to t'-ls one
notef! that the total population In the city of Boston hee
decreased from 1930 to 19'-^0 by about l,Z'/<>,'^ he will realize
that the decrease in the younger age groups will perhaps
be further accentuated. All of thip must be considered In
planning of activities for youth.
From the specific JewlRh figures it is interesting to
note that the trend of the Jewish population parallels some-
what the trend of the general population. Jews are moving
out into the suburbs like Nev/ton, where the Jewish popula-
1 Bureau of the Census, 16th Censu-- of the United
States , 1st leries, Popu la t ion (''ashlngton : United States
Government Printing Office, 1941),
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tlon betvreen 1930 and 1940 hae .Increased frora 1J?90 to 4670,
and Brookllne •'/here the Je^yi^^h population has increased In
the same period from 7740 to 16,120.'" The Jewish population
in Boston haB in the sme period decreased from about
100,000 to about 73,000. In DorcheBter (Dorchester North
and Dorchester South) the Jev/ish population has decreased
from al'Out 65,000 to about 54,000* In Roxbury, in the same
period, the Jewish population has decreased from about
17,9'jO to about l.'3,900. The movement of population from
cities to suburbs has been noted in other cities, and, as
has already been ?5Ug;;ested, such a trend was a factor in
the decentralization of group work activities.
Some Economip/iConsj derations
ill'
.
:.)
True there are differences of opinion as to uf?eful
criteria for the mearurement of the economic status of
groups, yet, generally speaking, median rentals, home c^ner-
ship, and density figures can at least give us none idea of
economic status. Looking at figures 2 and Z one notes that
the median monthly rental in Dorchester North was In 1930
about . 39.79 while In Dorchester South it was t4i2,25 as
compared rlth the rnedian n^onthly rental for the city of
Boston which was $36.70. Home ownership figures for the
' 2 Jewish Welfare Board, Summary « Conclusions and
Re c om:^] eada t ion
s
of the Study of the Jevrlsh Co .lunity of
Grveotev Boston (New York: Jewish Velfare Board, 194177
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eame year In tems of the proportion of persons in dwel-
lings which they owned were as follows: Boston, 26.1;
Dorchester South, 35.0; Dorchester North, 28.0. The den-
sity figures (see figure 4) for that year measured In terms
of persons per inhabited acre shov/ed 112 for Boston, 109
for Dorchester North and 78 for Dorchester nouth. Thouf;^h
the figures may have changed somev/hat In the last twelve
years (Dorchester South is more populated and the rentals
may be slightly lower) they p.re, the writer thinks, still
for the most part relatively correct.'* If one can then as-
sume that the economic level of the Jewish population of
this area is about the same as the non Jewish (most economic
studies show this to be the case) it can be said that the
economic status of the Jewish population is, relatively
speaking, good. To substantiate this assumption somewhat
It might be noted a study (see figure 5) of the occupations
of 40,000 Jewish residents over 20 years of age in wards
12 and 14 In which the Jewish population of Dorchester is
for the most part concentrated. Oie sees that they are
lable.
enp^aged primarily In occupations in ich the salaries are
quite i^ood. Even if one does not consider trade he finds
that over 50 per cent of the Jewish male population over
20 In thlF area are engaged In some aspect of manufacturlnfj
4 The writer nsec 'be 1930 fif^res because no
later ones v/ere available,
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or else in the profesnlonrl or clerical field.
Thus, one oajnnot ./ell s^ay that the Je^^ish population
of Dorchester and Mattapan lives in a slum area, with lo^?
incomes and crowded quarters and for this reason It Its im-'
perative thr-.t play space and other means for meeting the
leisure time needs of the population have to be provided.
However, one can note, as has "been pointed out, the fact
that the JevTish population which was hi/^hly concentrated is
gradually spreading Itself thin, and such a population
shift may well be a factor in the consideration to set up
an extension program rather than to provide additional fully
equipped buildings which will not be able to be moved to
follow the shifting population.
Limitations of the Study
Thus far for general considerations. Cornins^ to more
specific considerations the writer ^^ishes to state at the
outset that he will not consider the entire area designated
by the Health and Welfare Areas of Dorchester North and
Dorchester South, but wil3. limit hinself to an area limited
roughly by v/alk Hill Street, Babson ntreet, Astoria Street,
Morton Street, Selden Street, i^ora Street, Vashington Street,
Blue Hill Avenue, i^jiierican Legion Highway, Morton Street,
and Harvard Street because for the most part, the Jewish
population of Dorchester is concentrated in this area.
,CI
1
\ _ ' —^=^=^==

The age 3.1ml ts of the ptucly are roughly 14 to IB or
children of high richool age, J^winh children below 14 are
for t-!e most part attendln^^ Hebrew ;ichoolf? (at least bO% 'lo
according to figures of the Bureau of Jewish Education).
Be 8ides, children belov/ 3.4 are not the beet material for
club groups. Those above 18 are usually worklnf^; or busy at
college. At any rate, it ie found that those above IB
rarely continue as members of club groups unles?? the groups
have some national affiliation. When it is necessary for
the v/rlter to go beyond the limits, or when there are con-
ditioning factor"., the writer will attempt to make them
clear.
(I
GROUP AFFILIATIONS OF THK JEWISH HIGH 8CH00L
YOUTH OF DORCUEBTER AND Fv-ATTAPAN
Having considered aome of the {general characteristics
of the Jewish population of the district and having presen-
ted a brief background for the decentralization movement
the writer now plans to consider the group affiliations of
the people who are bein^^ studied.
From the writer's personal knowledge of the area stud-
ied and as a result of the survey he made of the synagogues,
Hebrew Schools, group work ap^encies, and other meeting place
in the area the writer wru; .able to find the organizations
with which the Jewif^h high school youth of the area were
affiliated, and by speaking "^Ith the leaders of these groups
many of whom the writer knew personally, the -vriter v/as
able, he believes, to obtain a fairly good picture of the
Je.vish youth affiliation in the district.
In many cases the fif^res v/hich will be presented will
not be exact for so^ie of the organizations did not keep
membership records. In ad(3-ition, mr^-ny of the a^e ranges
of groups considered did not h'e ' in at 14 and end at 18.
Some groups overlap and pome boys and ^irls are members of
more than one p;roup. Many members of the Hebrew Teachers'
College, for example, are affiliated with one or nore other
it
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groups. However, only In the cn.ne of the Heoht Houvge where
It is known that there are about 135 A. Z. A.-'- members has
this overlapping been considered. If at all, the urtter
has tended to give the higher ej3tlmates of {^roup membership
rather than the low ones. In t^-'ls w.iy, whatever needg ex-
ist, expressed in terms of unaffiliated youth, wll"^ not be
exaggerated. One mui^t remember that the writer had no way
of definitely limiting his figures to those Jewiali boys and
girls of high school age who live within the area which he
has prevloiisly designated. However, as he has already in-
dicated the Jewish population is for trie most part concen-
trated in this area so that almost all of those who said
that they live in Dorchester of' Mattapan live within that
area.
G-roup Work Agencies
There are two group ^vork agencies which serve the
Jewish youth of this area, the Hecht House and the Y.M.H.A.
The Hecht House Is situated in Dorchester. The Y.M.H.A. is
in Roxbury l.ut r^one of t-'e youth from Dorchester and Mat-
tapan are affiliated ivith s^roups there.
The Hecht House Is a large bul Idlnf? having about 21
regular meeting rooms, 5 larger rooms one of which is the
auditorium, a science laboratory, an arts and crafts room,
1 Aieph Zadlk Aleph, three Hebre\7 letters the sig-
nificance of which is kept a secret.
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ti llbr^iry, a game room, a gyranaslum and some other smaller
rooms. The Y.M.H.A. 1^ a much nraaller building having a
gymnasium, bowling alleys, an auditorluiii, a Rmall arts? and
crafts room, a small ping oong room vhich Is more often used
for group meetings, a photography room, a library which Is
also u«ed for raeetlnr^s, c. senior lounge for adult male mem-
bers and about 10 meeting rooms.
At the Hecht House a total of about B43 boys and girls
who attend high school and v;ho live in Dorchester or Mat*
tapan have made at least one payment on their membership
cards. There are no recordB of people who used the building
or who v/ere members of clubs and who had not made any mem-
bership payments. Thus there may easily be ouite a few
more ^^/ho are in some way connected with the house. On the
other hand there are some house members who are not mem-
bers of a club. Out of the 843 members 135 are A. Z. A,
members. They meet in the Hecht House and participate ac-
tively in affairs of the house but their first allegiance is
to A. Z. A. These 155 v/ill henceforth be conr^ldered A. Z. A.
members for statistical convenience.
The Y. M. H. A. has about 112 members who live in Dor-
chester or Mattapan and who attend high school in addition
to the Sub Junior Hadassah members who meet there. These
figures v/ere taken from the membership lists of the indivi-
dual clubs and not from the general house membership lists.
c»
Thus there may well be some among this IIS who are not
house memhers even though all club members are required to
be house members. However, It is the club members In whom
the writer is primarily interested,
A. Z. A. and Young Israel
The organization which is next in importance in terms
of total membership (also perhaps because of its attractive
program) Is the A. Z. A. or the Junior org-onization of the
B»nai Brlth, a Jewish fraternal orgpnization which is in-
ternational in its scope. This organization (A. Z. A, ) has
an Executive Director but has no building of its oim in
which its groups meet because the policy of the organiza-
tion is to have its groups from and in the community and
not centered in any one place. Its groups moet in syna-
gogues, Hebrew Schools, and one group meets in the Jeremiah
E. Burke High School. It also, as was mentioned before,
has groups in the Hecht House. The lenders of the groups
are volunteers and are members of B'nai Brith or the A. Z. A
alumni, or in the case of the leaders of the girls* groups
they are members of t- e B*nai Brith Auxiliary, '-^'he A. \,
has a total of about 655 members who meet the limitations
of thip study. One must remember that t^ is is the figure of
the total membership and that not all of them are active at
all times. Also this figure does not present the exact
1c
membership but a total of the estimates given to the v/rlter
by the Director. Again, these age ranges did not corres-
pond with those set as the upper and lo?/er limits of this
study so that the writer had to estlraate the membership
from the figures iJ^iven to him by the Director and from in-
formation he received from Individual leaders of A, Z. A.
groups.
The organization which is next largest in membership
figures is the Young Israel, an orthodox organization 9/hlch
meets In synagogues but which also has its own building
which it purchased recently. The organization has its own
Executive Director. This organization Is national In Its
membership. Its building Is used not only for meetings of
Young Israel groups but also by other groups as will be
shown later. This organization caters to all age groups
but it also has some clubs for the age group which the
writer is considering. In getting the figures for Young
Israel membership the writer had to recognize the same
limitations as in the case of the A. Z. A. and the total
figure of Young Israel membership of 75 is perhaps an over-
statement. It is Interew^tlng to note that the major psrt
of the members are affiliated ."1th groups which do not meet
In tr.c Young Israel building.
c
Zionist Group
3
The Hashomer Hatzair, a Zionist youth group, has a-
bout 12 members v?ho meet the specifIcatlon?? of this study.
This group lf5 part of a national and an International or-
ganization and has some similarities to the boy scout move-
ment. In fact they have often been referred to as the
Hebrev/ Scouts. This group meets in Hebrei.^ Schools and in
a building of the Poalel Zion, an adult Zionist organiza-
tion. Tl'ie group is coeducational and is headed locally
by one of its older members. The leaders of the younger
groups are members of older groups. The org-^nlzation has
groups for members beginning at about 12 years and up to
aT.X)ut 21.
Ctl^ier Zionist groups Include Young Judea which has a
district office do^m tovm and has its ovm regional director
the Shomer Hadatl vvhich la the junior organization of the
Mlzrachl an orthodox Zionist group; the Sub Junior Hadassah
a youth group of an international Women *s Zionist organiza-
tion; and the Habonira v/hlch at the present time has no mem-
bers In Dorchester or Mattapan.
The Poel Haralzrachl usually meets in synagogues and
at the present time has about 6 members from the district
which \p being studied. Young Judea is also weak at the
present time In the area under consideration though it is
much stronger in other sections of Greater Oocton. At
(!
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present there are a p3w younger groups which meet In
Hebrev/ Schools but there are no groung for members of high
Rchool age. The Sub Junior Hadassah meets in the Y. M. H. .
and has about 30 raembers.
The Kebrev; Teachers* College in Roxbury has a total of
60 members of high school age who live in Dorchester and
Mattapan* The v/riter mentionn this institution because
classes there are held In the evening" and on Sunday morning
80 that many of its members are often limited from Joining
other groups. Hov/ever, the ';7riter knows from his contracts
with other groups that many of the ntudents of the college
are very active in other groups. In addition the students
enga re in extra ourricular group v/ork activities in the
college.
In addition to the above mentioned groups, there are
five Boy Bcout Troops of Jewish boys from Dorchester and
Mattapan. It is true that these groups have little If '^.ny
Jewish programming yet they are groups to which Jev/ish boys
belong and association in them Is of great value to the
members. These troops meet in the Dorchester Mattapan
Hebrew School, in the synagogue on the corner of "Voodrow
Avenue and Ashton Street, in the Hecht House, in the Beth
Ell Hebrew School and in the Jeremiah E. Burke High Bchool.
There are also about 60 Jewish girls betv/een the ages
(I
of 14 and 18 who are affiliated with the Girl Scouts. Like
the Boy 'Scouts these groupn have little if any Je?rish pro-
^gram. The troops meet in private homes, in the Jeremiah E,
I3urke Hip;h School, in the Oliver Wendall Holmes school, in
the Hecht House, in the Oreenwood Community House, and in the
Frank V. Thompson Junior High School. The writer unable
to oueBtion these groups and so they will be left out of
later tables.
There are al?;o some groups of Je ish boys and girls of
high school age from Dorchester which meet in the Center in
the Jeremiah E» Burke High School on 'Vednesday and Thursday
nights. There were no membership records so that it im-
possible to ftet figures for these groups. According to the
Director of the Center about d9% if not more oorae from Rox-
bury. These clubs have little if any supervision and with
the exception of the A. A. group which meets there, they
have no\ Jewish content to their programs'. Thus, because of
the lack of figures, the v/riter was not able to include any
figures for membership in the Jeremiah E. Burke Center. How-
ever, as has been suggested, the members from Dorchester or
Mattapan would be very small except possibly in that small
part of the area bounded by w'a^hington Street, Columbia Road
and Blue Hill Avenue 'vhich Is som' times referred to as a part
of Roxbury. 3ome of the Jewish High School students in this
area also are members of some of the groups in the Mishkan
(
Tefila School House In Roxbury.
Table I
Grou- Affiliations of Jev/ish High School Youth
of Dorchester and Mattapan, March, 1942
Name of Organization Membership
Hecht House 708
Y, M. H. A. 112
A • 2 . A • 655
Young Israel 75
Hebrew Teachers' College 60
fJub Junior Hadnssah 30
Haf5homer Hatzalr 12
Shomer Hp.datl 6
Young Judea
Habonlm
Boy Scouts 62
Girl Scouts 60
Total 1780
Potential Group Members
Figures do not mean anything unless they nre considered
In their total setting. Thus to say th-^t there are 17B0
young per<5ons nfflllated v;ith v-^rlous groi.'ps does not mean
much unless one also k.nov/s how many are not affiliated.

Mo flf^ures are available for the total Je\7lsh youth of
high school age that lives In Dorchester and Mattaran. Often
by computing how many students were al sent from the hlpjh
schools on t^ e Jewlf^h Holidays of Yom Klppur and Rosh Ha-
shanah one is able to fcet a fairly reliable figure for the
total Jewls^' membership in those schools. In the c^se of
this study, however, such a procedure coul^' not be used. Not
all of the high school students in Dorchester and Jvlattapan
attend Dorchester High Schools. Many of them go to high
schools in other Darts of the city so that such procedure of
computation as sugi;i;ested a -ove would have been very compli-
cated. Instead the writer used a- proportional flgv.ve. The
total figure for the entire population of the City of Boston
Is avriilable "'"as is also the fipjure of the total hlc^h school
2
attendance" In the city. Llkev/ise, a fairly good estimate
of the Jev/lsh population In the Dorchester area Is available*
The v;riter believes that it can generally be as-'umed that the
proportion of high school youth among the Jewish population
of Dorchester corresponds quite closely with the proportion
of the total Hl^^h School attendance in the city to the total
1 Bureau of the Census, 16th Census of the United
States, 1940 ( Vashington: United St- tes G-overnment Printing
miHe),T5?l.
^- Annual Report of t^-^e Dcd" rtnent of Educat. ion ^ Year
Ending November 36, 1940, T.
5 Jev/lsh t7elfare Be rd, op. cit
. , p. 1.
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population In the city. Thv.p n proportion can be made:
tot.-nl population of Bo'^ton ^ Je^lpih nop, of Dorchester
hlfjh Bchool pop. of Boston ^"^ Jewisn h. s. pop. of Dor.
By means of such a proportion it is evqtlmated that there are
about 3.2,126 Jewish hip^h nchool students living in Dorches-
ter and Mattapan. If one compareB this total estimated
figure of the Jewish high school youth of the a3?ea with the
total e?!tlmatred figures for group affiliation of the Jewish
high school youth one notes the huge difference. Out of a
potential membership of 12,126 members, only about 1780 are
affiliated with the various groups of Jewish youth.
Reservations and Further Limitations
As the writer hap already suggested the figures for the
total Jewish high school population in Dorchester and Mat-
tapan is only an estimate and some of the figures given for
group memberrhip are also not exact; yet, as the writer has
previously stated, he has alv!/a.ys tried to consider the limita-
tions and he has also tended to use the higher estimates for
group af fill r.t ion. In any case, it can reaoily be seen that
the figures for group menibership are nuite small in compari-
son 7/1 th the total estimated potential membership. Only a-
bout 14 per cent of the Jewish youth of the area are affilia-
ted with groups.
Home further limiting factors shoulrl also be considered.
'^70» 816-54, 000
1"?^, 087- X

f5ome of the youth who are not lifted an affiliated with any
of Iheee groups may be members of club's In their schools.
The nueBtlonnalres which the v/riter gave to high school
students showed that there were .some In thlR category. There
were not many of these, ho-vever. Also, there would be no
Jewish content to such groups. There may also be some -/ho
are considered as unaffiliated who belon^-y to street f":^roups
and who have meetings in members houses. "Tie vvriter also
found some such youth in his study. Again these were not
many. As for membership in non Jewish agencies the report
of the Jewish Welfare Board in 1940 states that the Jewivsh
membership In such agencies Is very siiiall and consists of
adults for the most part.^
No matter how one looks at the figures snd In spite of
all possible limitations It can readily be seen that there
are very many Jewish boys and fjlrls of hi.i^h school afl-e in the
area studied who are not affiliated with any groups. Thus
by reason of non affiliation in any group this large unaf-
filiated sefjment of the Jewish hlp;h school youth misses
whatever values in terras of social relationships, outlets for
energy, provisions for meeting needs «nd interests and chan-
ces for learning to know ,nnd ap')reciate the elements of
Jewish culture "/hich the milieu of g^roup membership and Inter-
action is often able to provide.
5 Jewish ^'elfare Board, op. cit
. , pp. 6, 7 8.
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CHAPTER V
MEETING PLACES OF MiD ORaANIZATIONS FOR THE
JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH IN THE AREA
After having considered the affiliation of the Jewish
youth it Tvould perhapp be xvell to ftudy the meeting places
of Jewish clubs and the organizations of Je-lsh hlj^h school
students '"ith an eye towards the adequacy oT inadeauacy of
these resources,
Hecht House and Y. H. A.
As the writer has already pointed out, there ^re two
group "'ork agencies which serve the youth of Dorchester and
Mattapan. One of these, ap hag been stated, is in Roxbury,
but serves a sizable portion of the youth being studied. It
is Interentinii-': to note in passing that most of the 112 mem-
bers of the Y. lA. H. A. from Dorchester nnd Mattapan were
from Mattapan, that section of the area under consideration
In which, generally speaking, the population Is economically
better situated. This may be due to the fact th-^.t the Hecht
House has been and at times perhaps still is sometimes con-
sidered a settlement house with longer membership rates and
it caters to a membership which is economically not as ',vell
situated as the membership of the Y. M. H. A. The Hecht
House, "^^hich is much larger than the Y. l\, H. A. has fer mem
bers from Roxbury in spite of the fact that there are many

Jewish people in Roxbury in the lower income brackets. It
is true, however, that the Y. M, H. A. does '^ake membership
fee adjustments for those vho cannot pay full rates.
The facilitieB of the Y. M. H. A., according to the
workers in that agency, are at the present time belnp; Uf=ied
to capacity and it is doubtful whether pay new groups could
meet there. Activities for the 'Var Effort are taxing all
agencies in the area and are limiting? in some respects some
of the ordinary pursuits of agencies and organizations. The
Hecht House, which at the present time has about 60 groups,
and is also busy with war activities could possibly accommo-
date a fev/ additional groups at certain times during the mid-
dle of the week.
Hebrew Schools
There are primarily four Hebrew Schools in the area.
Of these, two, the Beth El Hebrew School and the Dorchester
Mattapan Hebrew School are already serving some groups.
The Beth El Hebrew School which is on 6 Bradshaw Street
in Dorchester is a brick buildinp* of two stories and a b.??8e-
1 The above statements concerning economic situation
are based on the writer's personal knowledge, on reports of
the v/orkers of the two agencies and from experience obt??lned
v/hile vorking in the Jev/ish Family "elfare Association l^.st
year.
All other figures and statements in this chapter are based
on a schedule which the writer used to study the agencies
and orgfinlzations. See ap endix.

ment. It has a total of 9 classrooms Aith fixed chairs ^vhich
liave a seating capacity of about 36 each. In addition there
is a large auditorium ,vith a statue which seats about 1000,
but Vihose chairs are removable: two large rooms in the base-
ment with removable chairs which seat 300 and 200 people re-
spectively,' a 3or rd of DirectorF!* Room, also -.vith re^iovable
chairs; and two officep.. One or two of the classrooms, the
large rooms in the basement and the Board of Directors* Room
are used for j^^roup meetings. The olassroomn are used fvlonday
through Thursday from about 3:50 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. and on
Sunday morning from 9:00 a.m. to 1:50 p.m. One of the larc^e
rooms in the basement is used by the Hebrev/ School on Satur-
day morning for Babbath Services for the school '.children.
At other times excepting Friday nights, Saturday until dark,
and on Je-^isb holidays the facilities of the building are
available for group meetings. Except for a few groups con-
nected with the Hebrew School the buildln" is used only by
the Boy Scouts, Young Judea, Hashomer Hatzair, A. Z. A,, and
formerly by Habonim. 'ith omis<^ions for the school the spe-
cific times when the building Is used is ap follows:
(i
Table II
The Use of the Facilities of the Beth El Hebrew School for
Extra School Activities, March, 1942
*Pime when Number of Number of Number of Number of
Used Rooms Rooms Other Places Other Places
Available Used Available Used
Sun. Aft. 5 5 2 I
Mon. Eve. 9 3
Tues. Eve. 9 3 1
Wed. Eve. 9 3 1
Thurs. Eve. 9 3
Sat. Eve. 9 1 3 3
,
Thus it can be seen that the facilities of the Beth El Hebrew
school are not widely used by groups. In fact, except for
Saturday night the facilities are hardly used at all. It is
true that the Board of Directors' Yioom is used for Red Cross
Knitting almost every afternoon. Also the auditorium is
available only for parties and affairs and is rented out for
such occasions. The superintendent of the building told the
writer that groups may use the facilities when they are not
needed by the school provided they have leaders who can
manage them.
The Hatikva Hebrew School which is also in Dorchester
is situated in a synagogue which is located on the comer of
Elmhurst Street and Southern Avenue. The building consists
of one story and a basement. It has one large room used as
a synagogue the corner of which is used by the Hebrew School,
another good-sized room which seats about 150 and has remov-
able seats which is used by the school on Saturday mornings
(1
for Sabbath Services and a small room seating about 15.
Classes meet on the same days and at about the same time as
those in the Beth b:i Hebrew School. The facilities are
likewise available at the same times as in the Beth El
Hebrew School. At present there are no groups meeting in
the building except those connected with the Hebrew School
or the synagogue. Formerly a Young Israel group and a
Hashomer Hatzair group met in the building on Saturday
nights. They were unruly and lacked adequate leadership
and so do not meet there any longer. Groups would be
permitted to use the facilities of the building when they
are not being used provided the groups have leaders who can
keep the groups orderly.
In Mattapan there are two Hebrew Schools, the Dorchester
Mattapan and the Herzellah. The latter school is situated
In the first story of a two family wooden houne, the second
story of which is occupied by the teacher. The school Is
located at 101 Wellington Hill Street and consists of two
rooms and gin office. The place is quite small. One or two
groups used to meet there but because the school is located
on a hill and because of the limited space there are no
groups which meet there regularly now.
The Dorchester Mattapan Hebrew School Is located at
800 Morton Street. It is a one story brick building v.ith
a basement. The bulldlnf^ is a long one and has 8 rooms

each having a seating capacity of about 45; two large halls,
one having a stage and a balcony and seating 300 and the
other seating ahout 400; a large lobby; a Directors' Room;
A Vestry seating 50; a game room; and two ante rooms. The
two halls and the lobby are sub let and so are unconnected
with the Hebrew School except that the school can use them
when it has the occasion. Five of the 8 rooms have movable
chairs and 2 rooms can be Joined together to make a large
room. The facilities are available for outside groups at
the same times as the other Hebrew Bchooln. The facilities
are used mainly by adult groups tAio rent rooms and by groups
connected with the war effort. In addition, the facilities
are used by the boy scouts and the Hashomer Hatzair. The
rooms and facilities are used as follows;
Table III
Tlie Use of the Facilities of the Dorchester Mattapan
Hebrew? School for Extra School Activities, March, 1942
Time 'Then HuraHer~of Number of Number of Number of
Used Rooms Rooms Other Places Other Places
Available Used Available Used
Sun. Uom. ?5 ^ 3 I
Sun. Aft. 7 1 4
Sun. ^ve, 7 3 4
Mon. Sve. 7 1 4 1
Tues. Eve. 7 1 4 1
Wed. Kve. 7 2 4
Thus. £ve. 7 4
Sat. Sve. 7 4 1
The above table shows that the facilities of the Hebrew
School are also not being used as fully as possible. Some
of the rooms listed above as being used on a particular day
(J
are often uf^ed only once or t'rice a month. It is tme that
there are also some defense actlvitiefl which use some of the
sppce in the building. There is a Red Croe?^ Knitting G-roup
which meets in the Vestry every Vednesd.^ ••=;fternoon from
1:00 p.m. to 4j00 p.m., two Home Defense Orouos one meeting
on Wednesday night and the other on Thursday afternoon and
a First Aid group 'jfhich m^^ets on Thursday night. However,
much room is still available for e^roups in the building and
the superintendent told the vriter that the facilities can
be used when not otherwise occupied if the f^ro!.ips which want
to meet have leaders.
The Hebrew Teachers* College is in Roxbury and serves
only its ov/n students and alumni.
Synagogues
In the area limits of this study there are 13 synaf^ogues
some of vhlch have space for group meetinfr;s and some of ?;hich
are used for group meetings. Others are too small.
The synagogue on the corner of Southern Avenue and
Elmhurst Street cont ins the Hatikva Hebrew School 'and of the
others all but five are too small and have no space for meet-
ings. Of the five the one on Fesftenden Street is the most
active in the matter of i^roup activities. Tliis synaf^oi^ue
has a 1' r e room .vhich is used only as a synagof^e and seats
about 20G, In addition there is a vestry seatinpj SCO, a
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a chapel seating 80, and a chapel ventry seating 20. B'nal
Brith meetings, A. Z. A. meetings, scout meetings and meet-
ings of groups connected with the war effort fill the build-
ing most of the time when It Ib available. The Rabbi told
the writer that he could easily organize more .c^roupB and
wanted very mu'^h to do ^o but there ie no ppace available.
The eyna.;':o!.>;ue on nightingale f?treet if? a large one .9Tid
has four rooms in addition to the roomB uj?ed for i^ervloes.
There are no groups^ meeting in the building and accorc'ing
to the financial eecretary the f^roups '*7hlch v/anted to meet
in the building v/ould have to Day for lij^ht and heat and
this he feelf^ will be too expensive. The synagogue on
Fowler '".treet -'hich sponsors the Beth SI Hebrew School is
located in a large building in '"hich in addition to the two
lari^e rooms'^ used for services there are also two other
large rooms seating about 200 each, one of vhich can be di-
vided into t\vo rooms, and a small room vith a seating capacity
of 5. All of the rooms are available, 'jv-hen not othenvlse
used, for group meetings. Some Young Irrael groups a^= well
as some adult groups meet regularly in the building. In ad-
dition Young Judea and other groups meet here sporadically.
The synagogue on the corner of " oodro// Avenue and
Lucerne "-treet contains two large rooms used for services,
a room seating about 150 and a room seating about lof^. Young
1 One room is used on the SabbatJi and the other
during the week.
<D
Israel groups meet here before Young Israel bought its own
building. At prOv^ent no groups meet In the synago^?rne except
a Red Cross Knitting Q-rour) which meets on 'k>nd.Bj, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday from IjOO p.m. to 4:00 p.m. and on
V/ednesday ni,^tht from 7i30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Other f^roups
could meet in the building under supervision. The synagogue
on the corner of Woodrow Avenue and Aohton Street alvqo hag
two large rooms for aervicesj and in addition there is a
room which seats about 200. This latter room is used twice
a ^j^eek by the Boy Scouts and there is also a girls' group
which uses the building once a \Yeek.
Thus it, can be said in summary that the synagogues are
being used but except for the one in Fessendon Street in
Mattapan none of them are being used as widely as they mi,p:ht
be.
Other Meeting Places
There are two other organizations which have their own
meeting places and who allav their facilities to be used by
other organizations. They are the Young Israel and the
Poalei 7,ion, an adult Zionist orE;^anizatlon, The Young
Israel building is a remodelled, three story house with a
stone ad<:-ltlon which is u^ed as a lar'ge hall and as a
synagogue. It is situated at 1099 Blue Hill. Avenue, llie
building has about four meeting rooms v/lth seating capaci-
ties ranging fiv>ra 20 to 50, a game room, tv/o large rooms
(
seating between 60 and 70 each and a lar<^e hall v>jiich vvh.b al-
ready mentioned. The rooms are used by some Young Israel
groups and they are rented to other ["roups, main adult fra-
ternal groups. Defense activities take place in the building
four afternoons and two evenings a week. In general the
building is used quite extensively. On Saturday night only
a fe;: rooms are used by Young Israel groups and on that
night other groups could use the building if they could rent
room space.
The Poalel Zion are located on tiie first floor of a
three family wooden house v/hich is situated at 967 Blue Hill
Avenue. There is a total of 6 rooms including the kitchen
and each room can seat aV.>out 25 people. The place is used
for meetings of the Poalel Zlon 'md the Hashomer Hatzair. It
is doubtful whether any groups unless they becoaie affiliated
with the Hashomer Hatzpir or the Poalel Zion can meet there.
In addition there is a three story wooden building in
Mattapan at 1258 Blue Kill Avenue v'hich used to house the
Haschachar Hebrew School and which is now used by various
adult organizations and by the 'Vorkmen*s Circle '"chool.
There seems to be no further room for other group'=' to meet
here.
There is also the Jeremiah E. Durke High School on
'Washington Street in Rojcbury, vhich is Just outside of the
limits of this study. The building is open two nights a week

for meetings. In all there is a large, amorphous membership
totalling, at time, 1000, according to the director. Almost
all of the members come from Roxbury. There is almost no
superviaion and clubs are allowed to do as they like« How-
ever, there is room here for many additional groups to meet.
OrgBxd'z itions
Turning now to the organizations to which Jewish hl^
school students belong writer can say that only the A.Z.A.
has a large membership which is both interested and active.
According to the Executive Director there are many ^oups
especially among those meeting in the Hecht House and the
y.M.H.A. that vjsnt to become affiliated with A.Z.A. but the.
latter does not want to wean groups from these agencies
—
rather it would prefer to organize new ones. There are
unaffiliated groups ^hioh would Join A.Z.A, but the latter
is unable to provide leaders for them. The program of A.Z.A.
is a general Jewish one pjid this perhaps is the reason
it attracts a wider range of Jewish youth.
Young Israel which has a fairly good sized membership
would still like to expand. In fact the Director is now in
the process of organizing a Junior group for boys. The
orthodox philosophy of the organization limits its membership
to only one segment of the Jewish people for the most part.
The Zionist groups which a few ye-.rs ago attracted many
(I
(
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of the JgWlsh youth seem to be lof?lng their appeal at the
present time as the membership figures would surest. A
stud5^ of Jev/ish Educational Aotivltiee of Jewish hi^. school
youth In Dorchester and Roxbury made in March 1940 showed the
same Zionist groups mentioned above and each had a much higher
membership. In addition the College Zionist Group, Avuka,
and junior groups G-irls' Latin High School, in Boya* Latin,
in Dorchester K^^gh for O-lrls, in the Jeremi,ali K, Burke and in
Roxbury Memorial High School,^ ISie Sub Junior Hadassah is
still fairly strong but not so the other Zionist groups. All
of the Zionist groups would be glad to increase their member-
ship but partly because of world events their appeal is not
very strong now and many of the people who used to be members
of these groups and many of those who ordinarily would perhaps
become affiliated with Zionist groups are now connected with
A.Z.A,
From the point of view of education in matters Jewish
no one of the groups is successful to a marked degree though
all of the Zionist groups, the Young Israel groups and the
A.Z.A. groups do have Jewish elements in their program. In
this connection results of the schedule which will be con-
sidered in the next chapter will be of interest. Again the
High School Extension Classes which ivere conducted at the
2 S. Nernzoff
,
purvey of Jewi sh Educationnl Activities
Among the Youth of High f.choo!F*Apje in Roxbury and Dorchester,
t!npubl3riHeri3^dy7 ift^.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
LIBRARY
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Hobrew Teachers' College for high school students who did
not have the qualifications for the College but vvers interesteU
In Jewish raatter3 and which at times had as many as 60 studentf
were closed this year because of a seeming lack of interest.
Tlius it can perfiaps be said that the matter of education
along Jewish lines will have to be more seriously considered
and dealt \7ith by the individual clubs. The informal
approach of the club group may be Just the place for such
education ^^s^iioh may \'?ell be done in a very informal way.
Hov7ever, as the writer has suggested at tiie beginning of t his
paper such a question may well be the basis of another
research project.
Thus it can be stated that meeting space is still
available for groups especially in Dorchester in the Hebre-^
Schools and in some of the synagof^es '?jid that the Dorchester
Mattapan Hebrew School has available facilities for some
groups that would like to meet in Mattapan. It is true
that this school la near Dorchester/^ but it still is the
only available community building in the Mattapan area
which has some space for meetings.
As for organizations, all of the existing ones are
ready as far as space and leaders. are concerned to start-
new groups except the A.Z.A. which IvS short of leaders.
3ee map on page 26a.

Bnt the Jewish youth of the area fio not seem to be attracted
to the other organizations in any great numbers* Thus it
seems that there is need for some changes to take place.

aiAPT::H vi
AGE, SEC, .Ai'TD PUBLIC SCHOOL a'iADtCS OF TIG YOUTE STUDn^^D
To make a more det ailed study of the groups of the
and of the unaffiliated youth the v^iter personally
gave out schedules to members of the various groups md
to unaffiliit^Jd youth. The schedules were given it r^n-
doa. Schedules were given to meabers of org -miz ai.ions "by
attending? meetings of the orginizar^ions iind presenbirig the
schedules to the desired nuinber of members selected at ran-
dom* In the Hecht I^UvSe the . riter ^ilso ques"-ioned sane of
the boys 3ind girls in the corridors and in the lounges.
At the Y. M. H, A. the vvriter questioned aeinbers in the co3>
ridor who fitted the limit xtions of this study. In the
case of the unaffiliated youth the writer had planned to
divide the ire a into districts ami to select a dorinite
nuaber of houses in each district. The vOTlter plamed to
ring bells of these houses md in luire if there v/ere miy
Jewish high school students in these houses. The writer
decided against this procedure because he felt that :^:^ny of
the homes not have any high school students and if
some of them did have students of high school ige, there
was no guarantee th it they would be at home v/hen the vvriter
called. The vvriter did not mt to go to ary of the scliools
because, as y/as pointed out in the third chv'ter, the
Jewish high school students are scattered throughout the
c
v^irious hign schools in the city and it woLld be very dif-
ficult to compute the relative proportions of the Jewish
high school students of Dorchester arid Matt ipan in the dif-
ferent high schools -md juniior high schools in Foston. The
writer finally decided to v/rd-k the streets and to itestion
the youth of high school age v/hoia he v/ould meet.
The 'vF^iter walked the streets late in the ^xfternoon
betv/een 4:00 p.m, and 6:00 p.m. so that the students wlio
atten^i high schools dovmtovvn :md who had to remain in school
until 3 J 00 p.m. or until 3s 30 p.m. v/ould have had time to
come home, snd on SUTiday mornings. It xS true that in this
wa, tl^e writer was unable to re:ich some of those persons who
spend most, if not all, of their spare time in the home or
in the library.
The writer walked the stre^.ts of the entire area stu-
died and was able to luestion high school students from the
whole area, ^rom personal convers ition v/ith many of th<= pt.rv
sons questionned the v\n?iter found that ;snong them .here
were those w lo were students in all of the different high
schools in Foston, In come cases the writer questionned
brothers and in sorae cases, sisters. In only one caoe did
the writer miUce a mistake and present a schedule to a non-
Jew,
It is interesting to note that in only one or two
cases in the course of the writer's questionning o;.' per-
4
sons did anyone refuse. On the other hand, the writer did
ask some of his friends to give some of the schedules and
they received many refusals. This, tlie writer believes,
shows to some extent that the v/rlter's cho*se to give the
schedu3.e3 personally was a wise choice. In this way, the
writer was able to explain what he v/as doing and also to
converse informally \vith the person questioned.
Distribution of the Schedules
From table IV it csn be seen that schedules were $lven
to all groups except the girl scouts. The percent of
sampling of members of groups i*an from 8^ sampling of members
of A.Z.A. to a ZZ',t sa'npllng of the 6 members of Hashcmer
Hadati. The average sampling for the entire gvoup of af-
filiated youth was 10%.
Of the unaffiliated group of about 10546 a sample of
only about 1% was taken. However, this sample was a broad
one and writer reached persons from all parts of the area
studied and from all of the high schools in Boston.
Bex of the Youth Studied
Of the total youth studied 145 were male and 113 v/ere
female (table V). Among the affiliated youth the distribution
of male and female was close but among the unaffiliated
youth the number of boys studied was almost t\7lce the number
of girls studied. It Is true that more boys are in the

Table IV
JDistribution of Schedules Among the Youth Gtudied
Jroup No. of i;o« of ocheciules Per Gent of
Members Given ;j?jrapling
Hecht House 708 71 10
112 11 10
665 51 8
*'oun£: Israel 76 10 13
Eelrew Teachers*
College 60 6 10
30 4 IG
Hashomer Hatzair 12 3 25
iashomer iladati 6 2 33
Boy Gcouts 62 6 10
Total 1720 174 10
Unai'flli ited 10346 94 1
(It
'
Table V
Sex of the Youth Studied
Group Sex Total
:^ale :'e!nale
Hecht House 32 39 71
6 5 11
30 21 51
Young Israel 3 7 10
Hebrew Teachers' College 4 2 6
Hadassah 4 4
Hasbomer Hatzair 2 1 3
Haistiorrver ciadati 2 2
Boy Scouts 6 6
Unaffiliated 60 34 94
Total 146 113 268
1^
streets and that boys form independent f5roup!3 more often than
girls (see page 73). This fact does perhaps color eome of
the results which 7A 11 be studied later, especially in the
study of interests and Hebrew educatlo; of the youth of
the area.
and Public School G-rades of the Youth Studied
The ages of tlie youth studied ranged from 13 years to
19 years (table VI). Of the total number of persons who
were questioned only 11 were 13 years old and only 3 were
IS years old. Of the organization^ studied A.Z.A. had more
members in the higher age groups than the others while the
Boy Bcouts v/ere the youngsters. The ages of the unaff iliaT.ed
youth were well distributed with the higher numbers falling
In 14 year, 15 year and 16 year age groups. Of the total
youth studied more youths were 16 year class than in aiiy
of the other classes.-^
The public school grades of the persons studied ranged
from the 8th grade to the 1st year of college. Ti^o persons
were in their freshman year in college, one person \7orked
and one nerson v/as only In the 8th grade. More persons
studied v/ere in the 11th grade than In any other grade (86).
1 Gome of the ?.ges run over the limits set for this
study fi<^ do some of, the school {grades. This has happened
because those persons who were over 18 years old still
attended high school ri/hile those 2 persons who 7jeve attending
college wei*e only 17 years old.

Table '/I
Ages of the Youth Studied
Group Ages Total
13 14 15 17 is 19
llecht ''ouse 2 16 19 L>6 7 1 71
1 •^ 2 5
A.Z.A, 3 14 17 12 4 1 51
^'ou^g Israel 4 1 5 10
Hcbrev/ Te ichers
»
College 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
liadassah • ^O 1 4
Hashomer Hatzair *»O 3
H ishoiaer li.ad 'ti 1 1 2
Poy Scouts 4 2 6
Unaffiliated 3 24 £7 26 10 3 94
Total 11 53 67 SO 35 9 3 268
1i
Only 45 of 13ie persons gtudled were In the 9th grade. All
of the Boy Scouts questioned were in the 9th grade and nore
A.Z.A. members were in the hif^her grades than mernberfi of
other organizations. The unaffiliated youth studied tended
generally to be in the lower gr?^de.
Thus it seems to the writer that the person!!? studied
provided a fairly adequate and representative sampling of
the youth of the area. The average sampling of nemberB of
organizations Is lOjfe emd the sanpling of that huge unaf-
filiated group is about 1)^, "Eh6 -sexes, ages, and school
grades of the persons studied are fairly well distributed.
L
CSi/UTEH VII
AFFiLivTior: OF P'l^r.iTrs Mm ii:t.:ri-:sts \m kiuEiew Ti^DUCATioN
OF GROUP M;:MESHS—DESIRES OF UlOTFILI VTl^ YOUTH FOR
GROUP rSMBEHSiaP
By means of the schedules the writt^r v/as int.ejested
prim-irily in studying the affili itions of the parents of the
youth in the y?ea, the interests of the youth Jind their
Hebrew education, and the feelings of the unaffiliated youth
about group membership.
Parent Affiliation
It has often been found th it there is a positive cor-
relsfcion between the affiliations of pai-ents and the affilia-
tions of children. In other woixis, v/hen parents .ire joiners
it has been found that their children are often also joiner3|
and vice versa.
If one looks at table Viii, one can see that, v*ith the
possible exception of the parents of the Boy Scouts, the
p.arents of the iffill ited youth tend slightly more than
the parents of the unaffiliated youth to become members of
org?ani2iations. Of the parents of 94 unaffiliated youth 38
fathers v/ei^e not menibers of any Jewish group ar^d 69 fathers
were not affiliated with •any non-Jev^ish group. Of the
mothers, 36 were not affiliated with any Jewish organization
and 69 were not affiliated with -.ny non-Jewish org-mization.
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Of the parents .vho v/ei'e affiliated with groups, most of thoa
v/ere menibere of one group oiily. Thus while seven fathers
were members of more than one group and 2 fathers were mem-
bers of more than one non-Jewish group 37 were members of
one Jewish group and 12 v;ere -affiliated with one non-Jevd.sh
group.
If one corn]") ares the ai^ove figures with those of the
p3:*ents of members of A. Z» A# who, accordin^f to the study,
were the greatest joiners, it is found that of the pii^ents
of 51 A. A. meabers studied 20 fathers were not af ilia-
ted with ar^ Jewish group and 31 fathers v/ere not affilia-
ted v/ith aiy non-Je,dsh group. Of the mothers, 16 v;ere not
affiliated v/ith any Jewish group and 36 were not affiliated
with aiy non-Jewish group. Here too it was found that those
parents who were af iliated with organizations were affiliae-
ted with only one organization. Thus 11 f athers were mem^
ber-s of one Jevdsh organization and 9 v/ere members of one
non-Jewish organization while 10 fathers v/ere members of
more than one non-Jev/isli org nization and onl^^ one f at-tier
was a member oi* laore than one non-Jewish organization, Ni»
.
teen mothers were me.iibers of one Jewish organization while
nine v/ere members of ;.iore th<-an one Jewish orgn ization and
seven mothers were members of one non-Je\'vlsh organization,
while only one mother was a member of more than one non-
Jev.l3h organization. In general the affiliations of parents
of both the unaffiliated youth and the youth who are members

Tatae VII
Public Scliool Gr=3iies A.ttended by the Youth Studied
GpoudVIA %*"*>i^ Grades Tot^il
9 10 11 1- Others
llecht House 13 21 31 6 1^ 71
1 2 5 3
1 10 22 17 1^ 61
Young Israel 3 1 6 10
Hebrew Teachers'
College 1 1 2 1 lb 6
HadaSvSah 1 3 4
Hashomer Hatzair 2 1 3
Boy Scouts 6 6
Unaffill ated 20 33 13 16 .,co 94
Total 46 73 36 48 6 268
a In the 8th grade.
b In the Ist year of college
c Working
Ii
of groups ire simile. Likewise there is little difference
in the ^filiations of the parents of the members of the
different groups*
Thus it can be seen that the parents of affiliated youth
3re joiners to a degree only slightly greater than the
parents of the unaffiliated youth and that those parents
who are members of org^izations are usually affiliated with
only one organization or, at most, one Jewish ^^d one non-
Jev\dsh organization,''" It is also interesting to note in
passing that the parents, like the children, are by far more
frequently affili ited with Jewish organizations thm with
non-Jeitfl sh organi z at ions «
The writer realizes that he did not differentiate betweer
those parents who ore not affiliated with a Jevd.sh org mizac
tion and those v/lio are affiliated vath a non-Jevvish organi-
zation and vice versa, and rilso between tliose parents who
are members of both Jevdsh ani non-Jev/ish organizations and
those who are affiliated with no organizations* In other
words, the v.-riter did not individualize enough. However,
such a table would have been a very complicated one and the
writer feels that there was not a great deal to be learned
from such a table. Likev/ise tlie writer did not consider
the affiliations of mothers in bridge clubs or in Red Cross
1 This is not shown in the table but caae out in
the schedules.

Table VIII
Group Membership of the Parents
Til m
OrouD
onknov/n 1 TotalGroups
arents of .Members"
i^enibers of
"me Group
lore
One
of Group
Agencies
Father
'•>/ork
jov/ish Group
'
-sb '"^[.on tjervvish Gxx>Up
27 33 T 131^ 82
~' lother oGwish :.;roup
iron Jewish Group 55
20
32
Parents of laerjibers
of Zionist Groups
Father Jev/lsh Group 3 3 1 9
Fon Jevdsh Group 5 1 1 2 9
Mother Jev/ish Group 2 3 1 9
jTon Jewish Group 5 2 9
Pstpeiits of Members
of A.Z.A.
Father Jevdsh Group 20 11 10 10 51
lion Jewish Group 31 9 1 io Si"-
Mother Je>vish Group lo 19 9 7 51
Ton Jevdsh Group 36 7 X 7 51
Parents of Vpung
Israel Membera
Father Je'^sh Group 3 2 4 1 10
Ton cmmrm GroUp •/ 2 ' 1' "10
Mother Jewish Group 1 1 lo
I^ion Jev/ish Group 3 1 1 16
parents of Hebrew Teach.rs'
College Students
Father Jewish Grou ) 2 2 2 2 6
'^on Jewish '''rouD 6 6 6
"
Mother Je .ish 'rouj 1 4 1
Tlon Jev/ish Group G - 6
Parents of Toy Scouts
Father Jev/ish Group 2 4 6
Hon Jc-wish :;-roup 6 6
Mother Je./ish Group 3 r-\C 1
Hon Jev/ish •.'•roup 3 1
((
Tab3.e
-/HI (Concluded)
Group Membership of the Parents
Groups
Parents of UnafHITateJ
Youth
!'o I ''embers of| .!ore Th m uniaiov/n
Father Jevdsh GrQUp33
lion Jevvish Group
G9
: lother Je ,dsh .rrou-p 3G
Non Jevdsh 0roup~G9
37 7
11 2 12 9-i
Asvv —
Or- 1:: 14
11 1 13 94
Total C.38 247 76 171 1032

groups nor the affiliations of f ithers or laothers in xt^
of the groups corjaected with the v/ar thotgh it is true
thit such affiliations often are very very valuable for
the p :xpents.
Interests of the Youth Studied
In observing the results of the study of the interests
of the youth of the grea it should be noted (table DC)
that some of the interests overlap. One should also
remember that sane of the persons who were questioned
were in a huny and so answered this iiuestion without
much thought and that tVjere nqt^ more boys who ansvv<^red
the questions than there were girls. Many of the pos-
sible interests of the youth studied v/ere omitted vvhen
the schedule was set up and those interests which were ad-
ded by the persons who were questioned could not fill
this g^. In spite of these limitations the results are,
the v^riter believes, quite representative.
In listing the choices the witer listed the choice of
social affairs (4) only when the sa*»c person did not
choose one of the sub divisions (a, b, or c). This was
also done in the case of deb-ites (i3) arid in the case of
activities held Jointly vdth other ^o'oups (9).
Ijooking at the totals it can be easily seen that thera
are 3 outstanding selections. Athletics (1) has 194
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Table TX
Interests of the Youth Studied
Inter*ests
Tiem^ere of
Group 'Vork
Af5:oncie s
"^/lembers of Unaf'f ilir.ted
Other Organ- Youth TotalJ
iz ations
III is; 121
2... .';rtn r;.n^ flrnftn
it-
'r* '" rn 1 1 c
^> Soclp.l AffairB
. .
'
'D-^'n.cop.
0.
Debates
Skating partiGs
^ o 1J.
n
n^ part leg
27
IB"
b, NorTJewisfi subjects 8
TT
26
4S
ST
T36
'» Ou t 1 e i^'";'' e ^ r p
7. Jevvisn noiiday ceioDratjgns"
15
5
"» ^-^t rjnp c o 1 ie Q ti
u
f\
9. Actlvitie?? held \5olnt"ly
,^1
1
^ r, g.yQu:„? r, TT
10
TT
1^
14
At cs
Digcuf-sl on
<
c. Debates
c:.
1^7
60
Literature
b. nrst Ma
c.
TKnittinf,^ 3
f. clothes TT
I
"3" 12
n.
r»
s.H
u»
V,
flocin.1 service
IT
'•0 XT tin.'?
Coins T T
f'R.p Collecting
Coi iectiTTf^" s Oliven Irs
I((
choices, dinces (4a) has 132 choices and bowlirig p;arties
(4c) has 122 choices. The next in order are sk iting
parties (4b) with 73 clioices, ^oint athletics (9a) with
64 choices. For the members of ^oup work agencies the
order of selection is athletics (1), daiices (4a) arxi
bov/ling parbies(4c). The order of selection of the mesa-.
bers of other orgMzations was the saiae as was that of the
unaffiliated youth. Thus it can rea^lily be seen th \t the
interests of the youth of the area whether they are laeiai-
bers of groups or not lie in the area of %jorts ml social
affairs. Discussions md debates ranked lowest in the
selections of all the groups. Those v/ho v/ere interested
in debates on Jewish subjects (5a) -md in Jewish holiday
celebrations (7) v/ere decidedly in the niinority, -and of
these those v;ho v/ere membtf'o of organizations other than
in group v»'ork ^encies were the ones \tio were interested
in these types of activities.
In general it can be said that the interests of the
unaffiliated youth are aiailar to those of the affiliated
youth ind that all of them are interested in sports and
soci3ils primarily. Only a few persons expressed an in-
terest in things Jewish and these persons were for the most
part iffili icted with A. Z. A.., Young Israel, the Hebrew
Teachers* College or vdth Zionist groups.

Table X
Hebrew Education of Youth Studied
No HebreW
Educp:bion
).inle Female
Attended Hebrew Taught by
School Privnte Ter.cher
One Year' More Then One Ycer ^a^
or Less One Year OrLenn than
G-roups
Heoht House 1 11 6 39 6 8
Y*M.K.A. 2 6
12 1 28 £ 11
Young Israel 5 4 2
Hadassah 2 2
Hashomer Hatzai:
Eashomer Kadatl 2
Boy Scouts 1 5 3
Unaffiliated 3 IS 7 61 8 18
Totals 5 ^7 19 140 21 39

Hebrew Education of the vouth Studied
Of the 263 persons questioned onl^- 5 boys md 47
girls no Hebrew education at all (table K). This
is a percei tage of 80 per cent for those who have had
some Hebrew education nd is a high one. If one looks
morevvclosely, he can see th*t the two groups having the
greatest 3inountsof persons with no Kebre'-v education
(e-icluding the unaffiliated group) are the Hecht House
wtd-ch has 12 of 71 who have had no Hebrew education and
A, Z. A. which has 12 of 61. Even among the unaffiliated
group 75% of the group has h-id some Hebrew education.
The fact that laore boys were questioned thin girls af-
fected this figure somewhat. On the other hand it is
also the case that of those who hav^ had saae Hebrew
education the majority have attended Hebrevt School or
have been tUight by a private teacher for more than one
year. How miich these persons have le imed ani what kind
of an attitude has been fostered is a question that can not
be d^ialt with adequately here.
Do the Unaffiliated Youth Want to be Members of Groups?
Of the 94 unaffiliated youth who questioned
57 expressed a desire to be connected .«ith some group,
17 said that they did not want to become affiliated with
any group, 5 were undecided, md 15 did not answer.

Among the reasons given "by some of the persons questioned
as to v/hy they ire not affiliatecl vd.th 3py group are the
following! "\!y friends do not belong; I v.-ould belong if If
found the right group j I v^ould beloisg but the c3ub I want
to join meets on the va:»ong night j I want to join a coed
club; I have found notiling to ri^ liking; Tliere is no clib
in the vicinity; I work during the we k; I live too far
away from the Hecht House; Ilever got around to it; I take
care of igy sister; Too far to go; never bothered to join;
I plrin to join the Hecht House; I plan to join A. Z, A,;
I am going to join Hadassali; I atn not interested in
clubs that .1 know; I have too much studying to do; ©iere
is no cliib nearby; The clubs talk too much and don«t ac-
complish i'lmch."
The replies given by those v/ho did rsit want to became
affiliated vath a group were for the most part th it the
person was working or that he had too lauch to do for
school.
It is also interesting to note :.hat in his tour of the
area the writer caiae into c-ontact with six independent bo^^s •
clubs -and one independent girls' club all of v^ich met in
iae;abers houses. All of the boys' groups except one were in
Mattapan or ver close to the Mattapan section. Two of
the groups, at le ist, ha:i been fonaed because the ^iecht
House was considered too far for the boys.

CHAPTCH VIII
SLm\RY, C30i:CLUGIO^JS, uID R-^Cam JCD'VTIOH^
Summ iry
Decentralization in group work is a process which has
been taking place luite vddely. Urban populations have
been shifting into the suburbs and these population move-
ments have mr3de people unvidlling to spend large sums of
money to provide facilities v/Mch would soon lose their
value. The exigencies of the v/ir situation will futher de-
ter persons from noting gre it expenditures even if they shouM
be sible and willing to do so. The result is that there ire
ipjTge segments of the population which live too f ir from the
existing agencies really to be able to make use of their
facilities. There jre also some people who are not satis-
fied with the existing progranas of the la^er group v*ork
agencies and v;ho would prefer amaller more congenial
associations. It is mainly for these people that extension
programs have been org mi zed.
The population of Boston, especially the Je-rfish popula-
tion, has bean shifting. In addit^*^^ "the general po. ula-
1-jtion in the city is decreasing. There is, however, a
large Jevd.sh population in Dorchester and Ilattapan, an area
which is not very densely popul ited and in which the people
are fairly well situated economic illy . There is a Jewish
r
high school populf'-tlon in this area of about 12, 126 boys
and girls about 1780 of whom are affiliated with norae group.
Only about 60 youths of the total number are getting
any Hebrew eduo?jtlon ??t the present time. A very high percent
of the group does seem to have hac some previous Hebrew
education. This previous Hebrew education does not seem to
have been broad enough to have instilled a positive Je^vi8h
attitude In these boys and girls.
The parents of the Jewish youth of the area are af-
filiated -'^ith Jewish groups if they are affiliated with any
groi:5>s at all. There is little difference in the affiliation
of the parents of the youth who are members of groups sjid
the affiliation of the parents of the youth who are not
connected 'Alth any organization.
The interests of the unaffiliated youth are the same
as those of the affiliated youth. Both groups like athletics
and socials. Very few express an interest in Jewish things.
Of the unaffiliated youth a decided majority expresse d
a desire to become members of some group but distance and
unattractive programs were the deterrantg.
Two of ttie Hebrew Bohools in the area, the larger two,
are at the present time being- used by some groups for meet-
ings. Home of the synagogues are also being used. In the
Mattapan area the Mattapan Hebrew School Is the only building
in which there is available space for group meetings. In
c
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Dorchester the two Hebrf^v/ echools aJid seme of the synagogues
have available sp?ice for meetings.
T*he affiliated youth of the are* are, for the most part
members In the t^ro group work agencies or they are affiliated
with A..Z.A. or with Jfoung Israel. The Zionist organizations
which formerly attracted many niore members than they now
Beera to attract are very weak. The gmxp work agencies have
little, if any, further room for additional groups. The
A.Z.A. which could perh,aps expand is handicapped by the lack
of leaders. The Young Israel and the Zionist groups would
gladly exp.and but they do not seem tc be able to attract
members. The i3oy 3couts and the Oirl Scouts attract
youngsters for the most part and they have no Jewish program.
Conclusions
1. There is a definite need for meeting the needs and
desires of huge unaffiliated group for club memborfihlp.
The group work agencies have not been able and do not now
seem to be able to attract and to provide programs for this
group. Likewise there does not seem to be any other
organizations which can cater to tvi s group.
2. The youth vho are not affiliated with any groups
have not ,1oined either because there are no available groiipg
in the vicinity in which they live or because the programs
of the present organizations are not attractive.
3. There is some available space for group meetings
t<
I
in f5ome of the Hebrsv,- Schools and synagogues in Dorchester
hut In Mattapan only the Dorchester ffe.tta.^Dan Hebrew School
has available space.
4. 'Hhe parents of the youth of the area arc not widely
affiliated vfith groups and when they are affiliated they are
member?! of Jev/ish organizations primarily. Rarely are they
connected with more thm one organization.
5. The youth of the area are interested primarily in
spox'ts and in social ai'fairs.
6. A high percentage of the youth of the area has had
gome Hebrew educa.tlon but they do not seem to be interested
in Jewish things. Those boys and girls w!io are interested
in Jewish matters are, for the most part, affiliated i?lth
A.Z.A.
,
Young Israel, the Hebrew Teachers' College, and the
different Zionist groups.
Re commendations
1. There seeras to be a definite need for extension
activities especially in Mattapan and in Dorchester near
Gorman '^nuare. In ffettapan, an attempt should be niade to
set up groups in the Dorcher,ter Mattapan Hebrew School and
a similar attempt should be made in the Hatlkva Hebrew
School for tho Codman Bnuare area. Neitherof thp b\i"ldingg
will meet all of the needs but they should be used as far
as possible. The administrations of both buildings, t^-is
writer feels, will be favorable to such an experiment If It
III
is well administered.
2» After the full use has been made of these buildings
an atterapt should be made to org-anlze e;roiips to meet in
private homes. It is true that in many of the oases the
homes will be email and that there will be no facilities
for active games for aoecial activities* On the other hand,
the leaders will be able to meet the parents and to learn
about the home situations. The boys and «^rls will be able
to act as hosts and hostesses. The parents may be able to
help in progranrning. In r;eneral, the home is usually much
more conducive to sociability than is a club room.
3. These ?^roups, both t- ose to meet in the school
buildings and those #iioh will meet in private homes, would
be set up by contacting some key youngster in the areas.
A committee of these youxigs Gers, together \Tith the leaders
and with a coordinator would meet to ?Tiake the general plang-
for the: group the time and place of the meetings, and a
tentative profcram. After the ^^leneral pla^s were fortnulated
the boys and the girls (in some oases |Lbeducational }:?roups
may be set up) would being their friends and the club groups
would be organized as all club groiros are organized.
4, The propjram of these should be geared to the Intere
and needs of the members and should include inter group
socials and r-ports. In addition the clubs should )iave a
general Jev/lsh program. As the writer sugo-sted in the
V
introduction, he feels that the club f^roup provides a very
suitable milieu for informal Jewish education. The foim
which this aspect of the program should tfike should be the
subject, of r. further study .and nhould be based on the
experience of .similar groups elsewhere, on the esqperlence 6f
some of the groups In the area who h??.ve done Bome work vv-ith
this aspect of profrrr»mmlng, under some superlvlelon from
the ]3ureau of Jewish Education.
5. All of the clubs w'nich will be Bet up should later
be org:3jilz8d into © unit with a council consisting' of
representatives of the individual clubs tof^ether with
representatives frort the leaders and coordinator. This
council will function as a /general pl^<nnlng board for the
groups and will help to integrate the individual prof^ams.
Tn time it is DOsslblo that such a council can. be
enlarged so as to include i^epresentatives of the two group
work ^o^^encles and the other Jewlleh organizations in the
district. ThlB council which v/ill be non partisan in the
sense that it is not directly connected with any agency or
organization could serve as a general Jewls!^;. Youth Council,
G. ""^^oth of the Hebrew Schools v/hlch vyIII be used
have the f.qcllltles for mass affairs. ITiese facilities
could be used also by th- groups which v/lll meet in private
homes. In adroitIon, some of the other buildings mentioned
in Ch.'-c:! ter* Four could be used if these two v/ere not sufficient
(
The facilities of the s^roiip work agencies could perhaps be
used for s'pecial activities such as arts and craft8. heir
facilities might also be used for uDorts. In -^.ddition
arrangements could possibly be made to use some of the school
gymnasia which are available for evenin?^ sports. Tlie play-
grounds and the park could be used for outdoor garn.es.
7, In time, when the prograjn is functioning, a parents
oi^ajiif.ation consisting of the parents of the club members
might be set up whose program would at firf^t be closely
centered around the clubs for the youth but which later be
broadened.
8, The leaders of these groups should be paid, if
possible, for theirs is a great and important responsibility.
The leaders should have a good Hebre?? background and some
experience in tho handlin-'^ of grou-^^s. Students in the
college classes of the Hebrew Teachers* nollege mlf^t -a'sII
serve as leaders. 3orae arrangernent could perhaps be mad©
whereby group leadership would be considered -'n Integral
part of their training?. If leadership in to ,;o pale sons
of the younger teachers in the Hebrew; schools ni^^ht also
serve as leaders, florae of the members of the Zionist groups
or of Young Isrnel might also serve as le^^.ders.
9, The coordinator of such a prograni s'-'ould be a full
time paid gi»oup worker who will be connected -vith the Hecht
House. rhis person nh.ould have a good Hebrew backgr ound
r
and a positive Jewlflh philosophy. He would organize and
supervise the entix^ experiment. He would train the
leaders and tiiipervlae all leaders and groups. He ^ould r!,lf?o
serve as a resource for the leaders.
To oarry out auch a program the cooperation of the
Bureau of Jewish Education, of the group v/ork agencies,
and of the or.>^anizations if? needed. The initial step
should be the settlnf^ up of a coramittee to discuss the
project and to hire a person to coordinate the project.
This coramittee together with the person hired ?.'ould select
the leaders and would work out the details for putting
the plan into motion, ^I^.q comiiiittoe could also servo as
a permanent advisory oommittee for tiie prp'ect.
aUch a program, if well planned and well administered
oan create a healthy Jewlsih youth group wliich will be the
backbone of the Je^wish comi-ivmity and a group of sympathetic
and perhaps, better socially educated parents.
r
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SCHEDULE FOR TIIE STUDY OF BUILDINGS OF ORGAMIZATIONS
Date;
1, Ilame of Organization:
a Address
:
2. Primary Function of the .building;
a. Other Uses
:
bi Number of Rooms Capacity c. Number of Halls Capacity
ifcVr 1.
2.
3. G
4,
5,
6 3
9,
10."
d. Other Available Space;
3, Description of the Building:
a. I-.ake: Number of Floors:
c. General Description:
4« V»hen is Building Used:
a. Rooms Day Hours Organization c. Other Space Day Hours Organizatio:
1. ^
^
2.
5.
6.
"
7.
"
8.
"
9.
'
10."
12.
"
13.
"
14.
'
15/
b. Halls Day Hovirs Organization
5. Would Administration Allo^/ Building to be Used at Other Times ?
a. Under V.Tiat Conditions ?
6. Additional Statements:
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